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Leading Security
Products

Premium Quality hardware
aesthetically enhancing
architectural characteristics

Core Strengths

Multibrand business model with a
view to providing the highest
quality products & solutions.

Multichannel sales support to
provide sales and technical
support to our customers.

One of the largest stockists
in the region with
multiple warehousing facilities.

Retail outlets across UAE,
with inter-active displays for the
customer’s ease in product
selection

Multibrand
Business Model

Core Strengths

A qualified and well-trained team of
estimation and specification
engineers.

Project sales consultants with
comprehensive knowledge of door
hardware solutions, codes and
standards.

Early in the building cycle, strong
technical support + Value additions
& aftersales support.

Systematic employee engagement.
Several employee training
programs. Quality services &
solutions.

Customer and
Employee
Focused Approach

Top quality Access
Solutions with
genuine added value

One Stop Solution Provider

Architectural
Door Hardware

Electronic &
Electromechanical
Access Control Solutions

Decorative
Door Hardware

Glass
Door Hardware

Sliding
Door Hardware

Furniture Fittings

Accessible hardware

Detention hardware

Life Safety and security

Master keying

Redefining door
hardware
specifications

Holistic
Approach

Industry Coverage

Customized
Solutions

Tailor-made hardware
solutions to meet complex
project requirements

Architectural Door Hardware / Ironmongery
When it comes to door openings, two of the most important features to be considered are security and safety. The selection of
suitable door hardware is the first step in assuring that every door is safe and secure. While doors provide accessibility for
people to move in and out, at the same time, they have to be secured when it is not appropriate for people to enter. Also,
irrespective of the time of the day, buildings have to allow egress in case of emergency, such as fire. Architectural hardware
has developed and changed more in the recent decades than throughout the whole of human history.
Electrified hardware and biometric access control systems are now as much a part of architectural hardware as mechanical
hardware. Haroon Company offers architects, owners and contractors a range of door ironmongery / builders’ hardware,
complete whatever the requirement may be, from standard construction to high performance modern buildings, we supply
door hardware as per the highest international standards. Haroon Company represents leading international manufacturers in
door hardware industry for over four decades.
Haroon Company specializes in providing comprehensive specification services, whether it is the conception stage of a new
project or the beginning of a renovation project, we can help in the evaluation of door hardware, access control, fire safety,
egress functions, keying as well as the security needs. Our trained, well experienced, GAI & DHI qualified team, professional
hardware scheduling software, state of art computer and communication equipment, over 40 years of experience in access
control and industry resources are factors which contribute to the assurance of high-quality products to the building
construction industry.
Since noise ranks as one of the most frequently experienced problems by hotel guests, controlling and eliminating noise from
traveling into or out of a hotel room remains one of the most difficult challenges in the hospitality industry. Using quality
products, Haroon Company supplies gasketing and door seals to reduce sound transmissions through gaps in the doors.
We also assist in designing Master Key and Grand Master Key Systems for projects, ensuring maximum safety combined with
convenience of operation.

Commercial Hardware
A wide range of forces surrounding security, sustainability, regulations and market pressures are driving architects and building
management leaders to closely examine their building hardware choices. Factors to consider while selecting commercial
hardware include fire and life safety, accessibility, aesthetics, security, convenience and sustainability. Concerns about greater
security and resilience is spurring new requirements. In recognition of these developments, Haroon Company offers high
performance door hardware combining functionality, safety, durability and aesthetic appeal as well as the related professional
services for commercial and public buildings.

Residential Hardware
Properly functioning door hardware is important to the entire door assembly, as each item of door hardware adds a unique
function and purpose to it. Together the door and its hardware provide the level of security, convenience, protection and
aesthetic appeal that is required by the owner of a residential property. Haroon Company offers elegant and superior quality
decorative hardware for fine residential and custom homes and condominiums. Decorative hardware, whether it is modern or
contemporary design, is a prominent feature of all residences. Infact, it is the finishing touch, sometimes called the ornament /
jewellery of a door!
The first detail that is considered by the owner of a residence is the design of a lever handle. In recognition of the fact that
design is a personal preference, we offer a wide selection of lever handle designs in brass, bronze, wrought iron, stainless
steel and other metals in a variety of finishes including, Black, Gold Plated, Polished Brass, Bronze, Antique Brass and various
others, manufactured by the world’s most renowned and quality hardware factories.

School Hardware
The designers and administrators of educational projects are increasingly realizing the need to make school environments
safe and pleasant, conducive for learning. Also, security issues are on the rise in educational institutions. Therefore, in addition
to meeting public demand, schools also have to meet safety codes. International organizations like Underwriter’s Laboratories
(UL), Intertek, the International Code Council (ICC) and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) regularly establish codes
and standards relating to the installation of hardware in a range of industries, including education.
The need for entrance and egress security has not been more visible in recent years in the world of education than ever
before. By combining mechanical and electronic hardware, Haroon Company offers solutions for school hardware that improve
access control, intrusion detection, security monitoring and building networking etc. Most schools, especially larger facilities,
have multiple doorways from where visitors are able to enter and exit. However, to maximize everyone’s safety and security,
visitors’ access to all the entrances needs to be controlled. Also, it is equally important to secure alternate exterior openings as
well as secondary interior doors such as those to gyms, cafeterias and auditoriums where visitors often go in and out.
The benefits of an electronic access control (EAC) system are particularly applicable to the school environment, where control
of all entry and exit points and visitor access is a necessity. Haroon Company specializes in offering door hardware solutions
which are safe for active young people, built to withstand the vigour of youth, while also making the environment pleasant and
interesting.

Healthcare Hardware
Today, healthcare facilities strive to present inviting, accessible spaces that convey the value of their services and create a
reassuring experience. Attractive and effective door openings provide the subtle cues these facilities like to project, and
patients have come to expect. Accordingly, there is a demand for doors and hardware that adds to the buildings’ aesthetic
without detracting from safety and security. Recognizing this need, Haroon Company is able to offer healthcare hardware in
coordinated design, complementary finishes and the right products in the right places ensuring compliance with building codes
and contributing to a healthier, more sustainable space, from the exterior to the interior of a facility. Whether used by a patient,
visitor, professional staff, environmental services staff or vendor, a facility’s door locks, hinges and other hardware can be
optimally combined to result in a safe and secure facility.

Detention Hardware
While one of the purposes of Haroon Company’s other ranges of hardware and security systems is to keep the unwanted
people out and the good people safely in, this range of hardware is designed to keep the bad people securely in and good
people safe and free. Since 1897, our principal M/s Southern Folger, a specialized manufacturer in this industry, have enjoyed
more than a century of leadership in the arena of detention hardware. In recognition of the fact that the creation of effective,
modern detention facilities offers a unique challenge to architects and correctional authorities, Sothern Folger provides a
single, integrated source of design, engineering and manufacturing.
M/s Southern Folger are the acknowledged leaders in introducing new innovations in product design and application, and
today, own many patents for technology that is used in detention facilities all over the world. They have invested their
resources in developing and promoting new technology in the area of pneumatics, integrated electronics systems and sliding
door devices for detention facilities. The Electronics Division of M/s Southern Folger offers a complete spectrum of
technologies from touch screen controls to relay logic, including software integration of audio, video, card access and
perimeter systems to provide complete system integration for any facility whether large or small.

Life Safety and Panic Hardware
Panic hardware is designed so that a person or group of people attempting to exit can easily unlatch the door by pushing on
the hardware in the direction of egress. Haroon Company offers a range of exit devices, panic hardware and fire and smoke
door seals which add to the life safety features of the public buildings and high residential complexes. These products conform
to relevant EN and ANSI norms, ensuring the specifier and user the peace of mind that the devices will perform to protect
safety when required.

Smoke and Sound Fire Seals
The reduction of external noise is one of the main features of a good door. To ensure this, it is necessary to optimize the
closing of the gap between the door and the floor. Therefore, a drought excluder represents an essential and necessary
element in obtaining good results. Haroon Company supplies drought excluders in compliance with UNI EN ISO 10 140, UNI
EN ISO 717 and DIN 52 210 standards with all products testing successfully at Instituto Giordano and the IFT Institute of
Rosenheim.
Additionally, the resistance of a door and draught extruder to fire and the spread of the same is another prerequisite.
Accordingly, Haroon Company is able to provide draught excluders with linings that comply with BS EN 476 and UL 94
standard, rendering them suitable for application on fire barrier doors.
The sealing off of the smoke in a secure fire compartment during the initial phases of a fire is essential for ensuring visibility
and the habitability of the escape routes. For this reason, with reference to the UNI EN 1634 standard, we supply drought
excluders which have passed smoke dispersion tests and are certified by BM TRADA.
Lastly, the function of a draught excluder is required to be long lasting. This is guaranteed through certification by Instituto
Giordano where the products have tested successfully to 200,000 complete opening and closing movements of the door
without detecting any limitation of function or signs of wear and tear.

Keying Systems
As the degree of importance of ensuring the security of buildings becomes increases, the need to design user friendly, yet
totally secure access keying systems gains more relevance. This is an important aspect of our business. Haroon Company
offers a comprehensive range of keying systems ranging from simple to the most complex, involving multi-levels as well as
cross keying. We offer an extensive range of keying systems for euro profile cylinders, North American (ANSI standard)
cylinders or a combination of both, as well as high security, restricted and patented key profile ranges.
Furthermore, electronic access control products can also be combined with traditional mechanical systems to provide a
complete solution to meet the customers’ individual project needs and to attain the ideal balance of high security and ease of
management.
Our master key systems are tailor-made solutions manufactured in accordance with the highest quality standards. By
choosing a master key system from Haroon Company, our customer is able to avail a set of modern locking systems with the
most diverse functions and features. Subsequent upgrades are possible due to the systems’ flexible design.
In addition to the outstanding quality of their mechanical, mechatronic, and electronic cylinders, Haroon Company also offers a
comprehensive range of services in the field of planning, administration and ordering of duplicate or replacement keys. The
hierarchical choice of key access is almost limitless.

Glass door Patch fittings
We offer high quality patch fittings to adapt to a variety of architectural finishes and interior design schemes that are designed
and manufactured for reliable and long-term performance. The range of fittings easily provide the user with the most suitable
combination of hinges, a lockset and a strike patch (or plate) for a given glass door application.

Cabinet / Furniture Hardware
Haroon Company offers a comprehensive program of quality cabinet furniture hardware and connectors for the wood working
industry. With features that accommodate individual needs - from cabinet hinges that allows a controlled movement of the
door closing via dampening; to drawer slides with quick assembly, multiple adjustments and different closing / opening
mechanisms; to inner wares that offers a versatile, flexible and functional optimization of inner space of the furniture / cabinets;
and, to a complete range of alternative opening solutions which guarantees full accessibility to the cabinet interior,
compatibility with low-ceilinged rooms, high-ceilinged spaces, and with cabinet fronts that tilt out and lift upwards - one can
never go wrong in installing any of these high-quality and well-designed yet affordable product range.
Haroon Company represents FGV, a 75-year-old Italian hinge and component manufacturer, which produces and sells more
than 280 million hinges per year with numerous production facilities and offers to the market the right products in the right
quality at the right price and possesses the tools and the know how to propose an affordable solution with the latest
technologies. FGV’s range covers all levels of requirement from the most sophisticated to the entry level. With Optima Click,
Integra click, MS Slide-On and QS Mini hinges series, the range is complete and covers all cabinet applications. Genius,
Slow-motion and OneTouch technologies round-up a solid offer.
Since 1947, M/s FGV has offered intelligent solutions for the furniture and kitchen industry. Over the years, the FGV name has
become synonymous with Italian design combined with mass volume economies of scale. Their furniture and kitchen
hardware are not only providing excellent aesthetics for the furniture or storage areas, but also contribute to the satisfaction of
end-users by letting them experience the best use of their furniture, eventually, making them feel that good furniture
contributes to improving their quality of life.

Sliding / Folding Hardware Systems
The Architectural industry is rethinking the concept of doors, and for good reason. The century-old / familiar hinged door which
has been the default design for entry to a room or a building, has an inefficient footprint. A hinge door requires and wastes a lot
of space in order to swing open and close. For office buildings and mixed-use facilities, efficient use of space is the holy grail
of design. Product innovations over the past years have allowed dramatic improvements in the use of space while opening
new opportunities in aesthetics and performance. For entry doors as well as room-dividing possibilities, the best solution may
be to slide or fold, rather than to swing.
Interior manual and automated sliding doors are increasingly being specified and installed in applications that have
traditionally called for swing doors. Advances in engineering, materials, manufacturing and design have led to space-saving
systems that are visually appealing, smooth, silent and reliable. Sliding architectural hardware offers a clean and elegant way
to divide rooms and close interior openings. Today, these systems slide with ease and precision. They also roll, fold and stack.
The most common application is for sliding doors. However more unusual, non-sliding door applications include sliding
machinery, sliding curtains, sliding scenery, sliding sports equipment, sliding hoardings etc.

Hospitality Applications
The hospitality industry pays a lot of attention to guest experience, especially the quality of guest rooms. Decorative door
hardware plays an important role in a hotel’s overall design concept. Haroon Company provides one-stop options for door
hardware solutions for the hospitality industry. With the possibility to offer a wide range of brands and products from some of
the most well-known and respected manufacturers in the industry, we are able to offer a number of possibilities that cater to
each hotel’s character and / or theme.
Architects and designers are turning to sliding door systems for their space- saving attributes and distinctive design appeal.
Sliding door systems are increasingly being used for interior guest room bathrooms, especially in hotel rooms where space is
a premium. In the small footprint of a hotel guest room, the space savings gained from sliding doors can be significant. Many
hotels have made it a common practice to use sliding doors to separate bathrooms from the main guest room. Freeing up
guest room space reduces costs and improves the guest experience. Also, one comes across folding doors dividing meeting
rooms and telescopic doors concealing service areas in hotel lobbies. Hospitality venues often use sliding door and wall
systems to divide and rearrange common areas. The sliding door and sliding wall systems available with Haroon Company
offer a unique level of flexibility because they create spaces that are easily reconfigured for different events and activities.

Guestroom Safes
Haroon Company also offers safes that will take the hotel to a higher level of guest comfort, convenience and in-room security.
Our Safes are easy to operate with large display and audit report facility to detect illegal use and also have an exceptional
build quality and the highest security standards. Offering the widest selection of product, our electronic safes are designed
with modular components including digital keypad, CPU and locking mechanism.

Minibars
Haroon Company offers a range of silent minibars suitable for the hospitality sector, which are produced by leading
manufacturers
?The minibar range includes the following features:
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Electronic Access Control
Physical access control has always been a key component of a facility’s security strategies. In the past, this was achieved
through mechanical means such as locks and keys. As technology has continuously evolved, new solutions have become
available offering a higher level of security and convenience. Building security has historically been focused on keeping
unwanted people out. In most cases, internal building security was not even considered in the past. Nowadays, internal
security is seen as equally important in protecting people, goods and confidential information. An effective access control
system must allow freedom of movement to authorized personnel while barring entry to others. Also, it should meet owners’
requirements for economical cost of installation and flexibility in operation.
The size and type of the structure being secured helps us in selecting the appropriate product mix needed to secure a facility.
When choosing an access control solution, it is important to know how the building will be used and how traffic will flow. The
end user’s needs and requirements will have a direct impact on selecting the appropriate access control system to secure a
facility, whether it should be purely mechanical, mechanical and standalone electronic, virtual networked or wireless /
hardwired. From the end user’s perspective, it is critical to determine how human traffic would flow through the facility and
which areas people should have access to and when. From mechanical keys to contact-less technologies and beyond,
selecting the right platform can be a daunting task without the help and support of professionals in the field.

Electronic Hotel Locking Systems
Haroon Company offers state of art solutions for hotel properties as well as deluxe destination resorts with electronic hotel
locking systems that are approved by a majority of the major hotel chains worldwide and are one of the most installed
electronic locking systems in the UAE. As the security requirements of the lodging industry evolve, the industry can rely on our
lodging solutions to deliver innovative access control systems that provide security, reliability, efficiency and convenience to
enhance the hotel’s lock system investment – and guest experience.
Haroon Company is a leading support provider in the region with well over 14,000 guest room installations already and
continues to provide total-enterprise security for guest doors, public spaces, and physical access in BLE, RFID, wireless online
systems, smart room and energy management interfaces as well as the latest in smart phone secure access technology. Our
guest room locks also feature room level integration or server level integration with most of the major GRMS brands wherein
the system manages different scenarios in each guest room, including welcome, living and sleeping settings.

Automatic Sliding Door Operators
There has been a remarkable advancement in recent years with reference to interior automated sliding doors. All automated
sliding doors work under the same principle i.e., an actuator triggers the door panel to open or close. The door can be
activated by means of a push button, motion sensor that automatically causes the door panel to open as soon as the
movement is monitored in the sensor range or simply pushing the door handle on the same door leaf (push & go).
Haroon Company offers specialized and very innovative automatic sliding door systems for residential and commercial use for
ease of access, as well as custom made solutions for different applications.
Being an ideal solution for the automation of sliding and bi-parting solutions for both wooden and glass doors, the compact
operator (60 x 65m) with magnetic Linear Motor technology features a unique and innovative automatic sliding door solution /
track that combines a smooth and silent performance with an elegant movement. Also, BLE technology is used for
communication thus avoiding the use of cables and wires. These are also an ideal solution, designed for use also as a
concealed pocket sliding door.

Electric Accessories
Haroon Company offers innovative light switches and charging solutions with an array of stylish and custom finishes from M/s
Focus-SB who are UK’s premier electrical accessory manufacturer. The beautifully crafted designs combine with an exquisite
finish, adding to the aesthetic of interiors. Accordingly, Haroon Company is able to offer standard and bespoke products for
luxury hotels, heritage buildings and high-end residences.

The Haroon Company product range includes the following brands :

Devon
Devon is a comprehensive range of architectural door hardware and ancillary fittings engineered to the highest European and
International standards. Devon products are built for reliability and safety, with proven performance. This range is designed to
be solution oriented, providing optimum solutions to access / egress controls of single-family houses, multi-family dwellings,
commercial buildings, retail complexes, hospitals, universities, government buildings and manufacturing facilities. M/s Devon
continuously investing in modern technologies to ensure that their products remain up to date to meet the demanding
requirements of changing international standards.

Devon (Studio Collection)
Devon’s ‘Studio Collection’ offers a stylish range of lever styles in a wide selection of designs, sizes and finishes, thus
providing a scope for design creativity for any door type, complimenting commercial-grade mortise locks, electro-mechanical,
access control locks and exit devices in a multitude of applications. Available in a variety of finishes, the ‘Studio Collection’ is
designed to expound the spirit of the most modern trends in door hardware, making it possible to deliver a lasting impression
that endorses the fact that fashion changes but style does not.

dnd
This Italian brand is designed by some of the world’s famous designers. dnd by Martinelli® elevates door handles to distinctive
design elements without compromising functionality or technical sophistication. Products are designed and curated with a nod
to the future, combining new materials and artisanal techniques.

Oro&Oro
The Oro&Oro brand offers a range of luxury door and furniture handles designed by Italian and international designers. The
collection varies between modern, classical, art deco, adding a unique style to any home or property.

Ghidini
The Ghidini group, based in Italy, offers a wide selection of interior door handles, window handles and accessories. Ghidini
products hold several patents and certifications, attesting to quality of production, product innovation and technological
reliability.

Tupai
Tupai, a factory established in Portugal in the year 1976, manufactures premium quality lever handles using latest technology
with robotic processes in surfaces finishing and polishing The use of rigorous galvanic processes assures high quality which
enable Tupai to offer a broad spectrum of more than 150 colours and finishes. Tupai is certified by the Norms ISO 9001-2015
and ISO 14001-2004 and is now a reference brand with architects, interior designers, installers and end consumers. Through
heavy investment in the design aspect, Tupai leads the way with reference to exclusive designs and is a brand which is
recognized worldwide . While Tupai’s advanced technological features and its continuous investment in manufacturing
processes ensures the production of high quality,its numerous testing procedures control the different stages of manufacture,
assuring quality and value .

Frank Allart
Frank Allart & Co Ltd is a UK based manufacturer of fine English hardware, since 1914. Their designs include an extensive
selection of door, window and cabinet fittings, many based on period originals which can be found adorning some of the most
prestigious interior schemes in luxurious buildings; palaces, fine hotels and restaurants, embassies and private residences
around the world. The Allart Select range offers a brand that speaks of tradition and heritage, a certain style and high-class
refinement as well as complete flexibility with over 100 Door Lever or Knob designs to choose from, with matching or
complementary Rosette or Plate designs, all in a variety of sizes, thus making it possible to take one design theme and use it
throughout a project. The availability of a palette of over 30 metal finishes & patinas available across the entire range makes it
possible to deliver a lasting impression.

KFV / Kafli
KARL FLIETHER GMBH & CO, a German manufacturer produces KFV & Kafli brand modern locking systems including
durable and reliable mortise door locks, multi-point locks etc. Their experience and innovation offer the possibility to combine
quality with efficiency and economy.

Ceam
The Italian manufacturer, Ceam Amadeo Spa, was established in 1982. They produce invisible hinges that are totally recessed,
reversible, non-handed, suitable for left or right-hand applications. Ceam offers a fluid 180° opening angle, based on an
innovative patented system with internal sliding, that reduces the depth of the hinge. The 3D STARS hinge series is fire rated up
to 120 minutes and offers adjustments on three independent axis which are suitable for many door applications including
recessed walls and folding doors.

Comaglio
Draught excluders and automatic drop-down seals from Comaglio (Italy) are a patented system which stop cold, dust and
noise from invading an environment once the door is closed. Comaglio products are tested and certified as per European
standards, to ensure resistance to noise, fire and weather conditions.

Motion 4
MOTION4 is a Spanish company specialized in the development, design and production of automatic sliding door systems for
residential and commercial use, as well as custom made solutions according to the requirement of different industries.

Evva
Generally, a building’s doors are considered as the main security deterrent. While indeed doors are a major factor, a
well-designed security system for entrances must also include hinges, lever handles, door closers and the locking mechanism.
The Austrian brand, EVVA, is counted amongst Europe's leading manufacturers of mechanical and electronic access solutions.
EVVA provides integrated comprehensive packages to meet the most varied security demands.

Electronic Hotel Locking Systems
Saflok electronic hotel locks, from USA, personify an unwavering commitment to deliver innovative solutions designed
expressly for the lodging market. All Saflok RFID locks are mobile access compatible allowing guests to access their room
using key card or a mobile device. Smart room automation is another key benefit realized with the RFID contactless
technology. Hotels seeking to accentuate guest convenience while improving operational efficiency choose Saflok for
exceptional features, outstanding value and matchless quality. Additionally, Saflok offers a full-range of perimeter controls that
augment hotel locking systems to manage its employee back-of-house access.

Access Control Systems
An effective access control system must allow freedom of movement to authorized personnel while barring entry to others.
Haroon Company has expertise in implementing innovative access control solutions according to client's unique requirements,
allowing clients the ability to secure single or multiple doors in buildings as far away as distant cities. Keeping the customer’s
requirements in mind, our systems are designed for economical installation, operational flexibility and easy usability.

De Venieri
The Italian brand De Venieri creates finely wrought door handles in cast bronze and brass using traditional metalworking
techniques handed down by generations of artisans. Each piece in the De Venieri line is researched from historical sources in
order to re-create both the form and aesthetic impact of true artefacts.

Lorenz
Since 1945, Lorenz has worked in the field of wrought iron. Lorenz door handles are hand-crafted using high-grade materials
and pre-treated finishes in a wide range of colours. Exceptional quality control guarantees the authenticity and longevity of the
products.

Ojmar
Ojmar, based in Spain, is a leading manufacturer of high-quality Mechanical, Digital & RFID locker locks combining design and
innovation to satisfy the end-user's need for security, safety and convenience.

Viefe
Viefe, a Spanish brand, offers a comprehensive program of quality cabinet furniture hardware and connectors to the wood
working industry with designs and features that accommodate every individual’s needs. Viefe manufactures and knobs and
handles for kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, kids’ rooms and is suitable for all types of furniture. The extensive selection of
furniture handles, knobs and pulls combines style and durability.

FR International
FR international is a leading manufacturer based in USA, which manufactures some of the world’s finest decorative door
hardware and accessories. The prominent features of their production program are special finishes, customized door pull
handles, combination of ANSI locks with EN lever furniture as well as matching key profiles for ANSI and European cylinders
under the same Master key system.

Southern Folger
Southern Folger Detention Equipment Company, based in USA, provides a single, integrated solution for the detention /
correctional environment by offering high security products combined with specialized services: security electronics integration,
new construction, preventive maintenance, retrofit and upgrades to existing equipment, service and repair, and customized
training programs.

Pellet
Pellet is a French brand which offers a comprehensive range of accessible sanitary hardware, allowing it to cater to the needs
of people with reduced mobility, the elderly or those who just want greater comfort. The product portfolio is inclusive of the
comfort solutions which are ideal for use in healthcare facilities and private homes as well as hospitality projects that require
more functional fitting options. The Pellet brand addresses the needs of sectors such as institutions, healthcare, private and
public buildings.
The Arsis modular range from Pellet is designed for maximum comfort and safety. The range is sleek and minimalistic, making
it an ideal solution for the hospitality and commercial applications where standard toilets can easily be converted to an
accessible, friendly toilet.

FGV (Formenti & Giovenzana)
Formenti & Giovenzana Group products include drawers, hinges, slides, wall hanging brackets and inner ware which help the
consumers to make the best use of storage space in the kitchen, living room, bedroom and bathroom. FGV has a long
tradition to anticipate customers' needs, develop products which offer high performance, security and ease of use.

Henderson
Established in 1921, PC HENDERSON has long been acknowledged as the world leader in the design and manufacturing of
sliding and folding door hardware for domestic, commercial and industrial applications. With the option of straight sliding doors,
folding doors, round-the-corner or multi-directional sliding door systems, the freedom to utilize space whilst producing designs
with a difference is guaranteed. Sliding/folding door systems are ideal for applications where smooth action, high performance
and aesthetics are important. All new components are subject to stringent and exhaustive testing via simulated application tests.
Their stringent testing procedures ensure that are the user receives a top-class product that performs for years to come.

Focus SB
Focus SB is a British company dedicated to manufacturing electrical wiring accessories of unparalleled quality for over 30 years.
Being the pioneers in the industry, the company’s innovative design and cutting-edge manufacturing techniques, paired with
superior materials and components, ensures that the Focus SB’s sockets and switch-plates are highly sought after for prestigious
interiors projects, both in the UK and globally. The company works closely with designers and installers, and its in-house
engineering and finishing facility enables Focus SB to be flexible and reactive to customer demands, especially for bespoke
products. Focus SB accessories are suitable for both stylish homes and commercial interiors of distinction and have also been
used on a number of refurbishment projects.
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Iconic Projects

Borouge Innovation Centre,
Abu Dhabi UAE

Dusit Thani,
Dubai UAE

Dar Al Wasl,
Dubai UAE

Dubai Metro,
Dubai UAE

Marriot Executive Apartments,
Dubai UAE

Burj Loft Project in Downtown,
Dubai UAE

Address Marina,
Dubai UAE

Fairmont Hotel,
Dubai UAE

Iconic Projects

Deira City Centre,
Dubai UAE

The American University of
Sharjah, UAE

Capital Police Station Complex,
Umm Ghuwailina, Kuwait

Fujairah Prison,
Fujairah UAE

Hyatt place,
Dubai UAE

Central Prison,
Kuwait

Adnoc Residential Complex at
Khalidiya City, Abu Dhabi

Zabeel Palace Refurbishment,
Dubai UAE

Government Institutions

Clients

Real Estate Developers

Clients

Financial Institutions

Retail

Clients

Educational Institutions

Clients

Project Sales Office:
Head Office:
Office 1902, Aspect Tower, Executive Tower (D),
Sanitart Systems Complex, Dejla Street / 21st
Business Bay, Sheikh Zayed Road,
Street (off King Faisal Road), Industrial Area # 4,
Dubai, UAE.
Sharjah, UAE.
04 453 9776
06 533 5883 / 06 533 0400
enquiry@haroonco.net
sharjah@haroonco.net
sales@haroonco.net
sales@haroonco.net
Showrooms
Abu Dhabi |
Dubai
|
Sharjah

